LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
Master asked all his disciples to fully avail themselves of
the opportunity to purify themselves and to remove all
obstructions in the way of their realisation of Divinity in
life, by sincerely and earnestly taking their due parts in
this great world-conquering Sacrifice,—in this grand
Worship of the Lord in the form of unreserved Universal
Charity.
Money in cash and kind was flowing in from known
and unknown quarters,  and it flowed out almost
immediately to those who needed it and for whom it was
meant. It was a common experience to his associates
that the last pice was spent up before the day closed.
Sometimes it happened that demands came, the Master's
orders were passed, but the cash-box was empty, the store-
house was empty, the inmates of the Asrama were without
any reserves. But the Master's vow must be fulfilled, his
orders must be carried out, the Lord in the guise of the
beggars must not return disappointed. Some of the
disciples ran in hot haste to the market, asked the shop-
keepers for money or articles, as the occasion might require,
on credit in the Master's name, and within an astonishingly
short period came back to the Master and satisfied the
guest's demands.
With the progress of the Sacrifice, the Lord put the
faith, devotion and determination of the servants to
harder and harder tests. This is the nature of the play
of the Lord with his devotees. The Master saw and
enjoyed the sweet smile of the Lord behind the trials to
which He subjected him and his disciples. He was fully
conscious that such trials were the most effective
contrivances of the Lord for destroying the demon of
'ego' in the lives of His devotees and for converting
them into the most transparent media of the playful
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